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Why is germany not to blame for ww1

Allowing Austria to know that they have Germany's support, money and force. And finally, what Germany wanted to support After being, every country was using any means Win the war and try to end it. When the war broke out, every country was fighting and no one was peaceful. An example of this is the Battle of The Amiens where
triple-anents gave a stunning attack to the central powers (including Germany) and killed more than 30,000 Germans. Group A: Germany did not start the war as Russia mobilized the coalition system saying they would help defend Serbia. Russia did not need to join the war. If Russia were not concerned about Serbia, it would not have
worried Germany for Austria's help. Germany was besieged by countries and had no other option but to fight in the war. Group A: We believe that Germany did not start the war because the French first used tear gas grenades in 1914 to trigger germans to come up with mustard gas because the Germans thought they were going to lose.
Since the main goal of all other countries in the end was to win the war, no matter at any cost, Germany cannot come back and morally thinks that everyone is killing each other. Overall conclusion Group B: Therefore, as a result of Germany's jingoism, aggression, and abuse of its power, we believe that Germany was the main contributor
of World War I to Group A: for the argument that we have said, we do not believe that Germany started the war. Russia's mobilisation, taking advantage of Austria-Hungary Germany, the attempt to make the countries the best country of the last forty years and the perplexing offensive attack on Germany, we do not believe that Germany
started or is responsible for the war.  War. 
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